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“Some years ago, my mom and my son started collecting all organic seeds from our food. We started 
to be very concerned about the fact that food industry is taking our right to plant our own food. We 
realised that while some people are happy to have water mellow without seeds, as for an instance, 

we were sad about it, and we wanted to make something about it. 
What is more important than food? Without food we die. Shouldn’t all human beings have the right to 

food, as for water? Without seeds we can’t produce food, that is why I have decided to buy a piece of 
land somewhere where I can afford with my small budget, and plant these seeds for our future. I will 
be stopping on my way, cooking, and hoping to inspire people to preserve our seeds, and within it 

our own future. Do you want to drive along this road together with me?”

- Tainá Guedes

CONCEPT



Road (tbc): 
Berlin, solidarity agriculture farm Speisegut 
Düsseldorf, cooking event 
Beautiful spots France/ Chantilly 
Paris, cooking event 
Beautiful spots Bay of Biscay 
Visiting land, events Porto, Lisbon



Tainá leaves Berlin with her family on Easter Holidays, 2019. Her plan is to visit spots in Portugal to buy a 
piece of Land where she can plant seeds collected by her mother and son. Attached to the car, is a food 
truck painted by the artist. On the road trip, she will be stopping and cooking for the local community. The 
events will be co-produced with local partners. A team of camera man will be travelling along with her, 
and every day a new video will be uploaded on a  youtube channel created for this opportunity. 

The videos are made of amazing and poetical views of different countries, showing the diversity of culture, 
nature, leading the viewer to feel love for our planet, and wishing to protect it.  During the videos, Tainá will 
be giving tipps for the perfect road trip, cooking with leftovers, creating with local ingredients, and mostly 
talking about the importance to preserve our seeds.

FILMING CONCEPT



Tainá looks at the landscape outside the window. (voice over) “I have a dream. I dream with a world 
where we all live in harmony with our planet and its cohabitants” 
In a time-lapse the landscape transforms into the stage for the cooking event. Tainá explains what she 
is cooking and why. “I am cooking this menu and giving each guest a seed to plant our future” 
Camera goes to Tainá’s son who is helping cooking. Beautiful shots of food, people eating, some 
statements. In a time-lapse, the event ends on sunset. (Tainá, voice over) “My mom always taught me 
that if we have enough for ourselves, we should share with others. I am not talking about money, I am 
talking about taking care, loving and giving our time to the others” Scene of Tainá’s mom watching the 
sunset with Niji (son). Tainá hug them and join them. 

STORY TELLING 
Example-Episode



On the road with Tainá Guedes

The artist, food activist, trained cook and 
curator Tainá Guedes, has been working 
on different projects bringing food, art, 
and sustainability together with a variety 
of media, in Germany as well as 
internationally. Tainá makes neither 
differences nor connections, whether food 
is art or art can be food. She just creates 
new things or gives them a space.

Awarded with the dm-UNESCO Prize for her Engagement, creator of Entretempo Kitchen 
Gallery and Food Art Week
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